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ABOUT BOLSHOI SPORT
BOLSHOI Sport magazine was launched at the end of 2005, on the eve
of the Turin Olympics. Back then, few could have imagined that in just a few years
Russia would itself host the Winter Games, and later would vie to host
the FIFA World Cup.
As our publishing project has developed, so sport in Russia has grown into an area
of significance to the state itself, blossoming into a popular, even essential,
part of the life of the nation. Now, BOLSHOI Sport performs the valuable task
of helping people navigate through sports in Russia.

Unlike most other sports publications on the media
market, the magazine is published in a monthly
format, which underpins our analytical approach
to covering sports events, enriched by the
inherent distance and thoughtfulness implied
by this format. Such editorial concept makes
our project interesting not just for classical sports
fans, but for all those who simply want or need
to be aware of everything that happens in the
wider sporting arena.
Our readers include athletes themselves, their supporters, agents and managers,
as well as a range of industry professionals for whom sport is one of the ways
of communicating with their audiences. The readership also includes figures who are
used to being “in the know” when it comes to fashionable and socially popular topics.
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Alexey Voevoda. A two-time Olympic champion in bobsled and three-time world champion in arm wrestling
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In “Aeroflot” aircraft
Fitness clubs
Liga stavok betting clubs
“Otkritie Arena” and
“Lokomotiv” football stadiums
• Subscription
and direct mail distribution
• Thematic sports-related events

Official Media Partner
of FC Lokomotiv Moscow
and FC Spartak Moscow

FRIENDS OF BIG SPORTS:
ANNUAL AWARDS CEREMONY
BOLSHOI Sport magazine
host an annual awards ceremony to:
1. Develop charitable
sports-related initiatives
in Russia and globally
2. Award Russia’s best
athletes of the year
3. Support Russian
athletes before
their most important starts

Vladimir Salnikov

Larisa Latynina

Tatiana Navka

Boris Becker & Alexei Nemov

The Laureus Sport
for Good Foundation
is the official charity
partner of the Awards.
Over 100 Russian
and foreign media assure
international coverage
of each event.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Rugby together with Peugeot
Actively supporting rugby, the Peugeot brand initiated a series
of features about this sport on the pages of BOLSHOI Sport
magazine. Analytical reviews, interviews with national team players
and exclusive photo sessions helped popularize rugby in Russia,
as well as reinforced the link between the French car maker
and this sport in the minds of Russian readers.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Spacious SUVs
To demonstrate the potential of capacious SUVs, BOLSHOI Sport
has launched a special project, taking some of the public’s favourites
and measuring their capacity in an unusual way – with footballs,
snowboards, and racers.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Volvo marine crossover
An exclusive photo shoot was organized for the release
of the special Volvo XC60 crossover series, which was launched
in honor of the round-the-world Volvo Ocean Race.
This special project underscored the beauty of Volvo cars
whilst building an associative link with the sea.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Audi sporting achievements
Developing the main theme of Audi’s advertising campaign
of the time, The Lexicon of Audi pursued two goals:
to advertise the technical advantages of cars produced
under the German brand and to remind readers about
the outstanding achievements of the brand in auto sports.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Sberbank’s olympic victories
As a partner sponsoring the feature that analyzed the chances
and prospects of the Russian national team at the London
Olympics, Sberbank reminded sports fans of its special link
with sports and its status of the Sochi 2014 General Partner.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
The passion and beauty of sportsdom
In today’s world, athletes have long become sex symbols and
targets of adoration for millions. BOLSHOI Sport examines today’s
idols from an unexpected perspective and presents the project
«The Top-100. A view from behind». The project was launched
at www.bolshoisport.ru where readers voted in an open online poll
and identified one hundred athletes with the shapeliest bodies.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
33 moments of tenderness with VW
An issue with a special insert in the BOLSHOI Sport magazine commissioned
by Volkswagen. Specially for Volkswagen, we have covered the most ardent
embraces in the history of world sports. Elite sports not only show us the joy
of victory and the bitterness of defeat, they also teach us tenderness.
Volkswagen is given the exclusive positioning opportunity as part of the project –
on the cover, branding of the content on the header, and advertising inserts.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Big Sport. Big Bets
A joint project of BOLSHOI Sport and Liga Stavok, the country’s
leading bookmaker company. Great sports. Great bets. is an
entertaining and useful weekly publication, where readers will find
a lot of valuable information that will help them better navigate
current sporting events.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Continental Hockey League with Nikon
At the request of Nikon, official partner of the Continental Hockey
League (KHL), the editorial team of BOLSHOI Sport produced the Guide
to KHL 2012/2013 Season, a special supplement to the magazine.
The Guide features team presentations, forecasts, calendar and other
practical information in a condensed and easy-to-use format. Nikon
logo, ad images and corporate colors were used extensively to assure
maximum visibility of the brand in the Guide and to strengthen its link
with the KHL in the minds of hockey fans.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Big football with Gillette
In order to strengthen the active positioning of the Gillette brand
in the minds of Russian football fans by way of supporting the game,
under a commission from Gillette BOLSHOI Sport released a special
issue (two versions, for Russian and Ukrainian markets) dedicated
exclusively to football. The presence of Gillette branding was executed
by placing Gillette advertisements on the principle of total exclusivity
and special promo features informing readers about the Gillette product
range. The cover of the issue featured Gillette’s brand ambassador
Andrey Shevchenko.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Special issue devoted to Dynamo’s 90Th anniversary
BOLSHOI Sport was commissioned by Dynamo, Russia’s oldest
sports and physical training society, to publish the special issue
commemorating Dynamo’s 90th anniversary and telling the story
of its key subsidiary, Dynamo Moscow. The anniversary issue features
Dynamo’s most prominent athletes, their distinguished coaches,
club managers and promising young stars. The issue was distributed
at Dynamo sports clubs and organizations and presented to professional
athletes, veterans and guests of the special anniversary events.
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*All indicated advertising rates are valid in case of provision by the advertiser of the apostilled Certificate
of Residence proving residence outside of Russia. Otherwise, the Russian VAT of 20% will apply on top of indicated rates.

Batu Khasikov. Professional kickboxer, multiple world champion, member of the Federation Council of Federal Assembly of Russia

PUBLICATION SCHEDULE 2023

DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
www.bolshoisport.ru
www.vk.com/bolshoi_sport
zen.yandex.ru

BOLSHOI SPORT TROPHIES
For over 15 years of exemplary
sports coverage, the magazine’s
editorial team has been
awarded numerous prizes and
diplomas from Russia’s Olympic
Committee, sports federations
and organizers of various
tournaments.

Tel: +7 (495) 280-00-31
sales@mediacrat.com
www.mediacrat.com
www.bolshoisport.ru

